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EUROPEAN
FILMMAKERS’ CALL
70 TH CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

WE, EUROPEAN CITIZENS AND FILMMAKERS,
live in a Europe that is a standard-bearer of hope when it remains faithful to its values of tolerance, openmindedness and diversity and stands against the current trends towards nationalism, alternative facts and
mistrust.
We believe that European filmmaking reflects Europe’s positive values. That it can inspire ambition and
renewal in Europe’s cultural policies. Europe isn’t just jobs, territories, markets and consumers, European
culture also supports multiple identities, democracy and freedom of expression.
Over the years, Europe and cinema have sometimes drifted apart; but they have also crossed paths. The
support of European creation and distribution by the MEDIA Programme has been particularly important; its
budgetary allocation must be reinforced and its range of action broadened, especially when it comes to
authors.
Access to culture for all is an objective that is modern, economically strong, politically ambitious,
technologically possible thanks to new digital technologies and, above all, human. The new digital landscape
is one of opportunity. But the stakes are also high for creators themselves.

Guaranteeing sustainable financing and development of European filmmaking must be our priority.
More than ever, the territoriality of copyright needs to be maintained: this principle ensures high level
support for artistic creation in Europe, helping the most fragile filmmakers and European co-productions.
Enshrining this principle underwrites the exclusivity of rights and the financing of works. It is territoriality that
has provided audiences with the great variety of films that are being financed all over Europe. While the
dream of an EU single market can be enticing, such a project would undermine Europe’s cultural diversity.

The right for authors to be able to live from their art must be reinforced, so that they can keep on creating.
The European Parliament and Council are currently debating a draft Directive on Copyright. For all
filmmakers, the European Union must ensure an equal level of protection across the continent, and
acknowledge an inalienable right to remuneration when works are exploited online.
It must also encourage transparency and proportional remuneration linked to the success of films.

Bringing Internet giants into the economics of European creation is essential to the future of cinema.
Europe’s ambition must be to guarantee conditions for fair and sustainable competition between all those
who make works available to European audiences. It must also defend the principle of fiscal equity and
quickly implement measures on the financing and broadcasting of European works, that cannot be evaded.
Finally, the place of taxation and place of broadcast of the works must be better aligned, as is already the
case with VAT.
Europe is not a modern-day lawless wild west; it has to ensure the equal application of the rules to all
broadcasters, platforms, sharing websites and social networks.

While piracy is still a scourge and lawful services struggle for viewers, it is necessary to promote a better
visibility for films, on all formats.
We must speed up the development of film finding tools that cover all lawful services and also encourage
cooperation between EU Members as well as existing initiatives.

All authors hope that their works will be accessible by as many people as possible; their works must be
widely available on cinema screens, TV and its digital variants, and on all on-demand services.
Professionals will have to make an effort for this to happen. In addition, the European institutions, by
creating quotas for the presence and promotion of European works for on-demand services, can establish a
virtuous link between digital platforms and creators, without dismissing cultural diversity.

The task is not easy and the stakes are high: We need to unite political actors, creators and citizens so that
we can rethink and rebuild an ambitious and rigorous cultural policy, tailored to new digital uses and
economies, in such way that values the works of creators and puts those creators at the heart of future
policies.
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